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Abstract: This paper analyzes the key issues for wireless sensor network trust model and describes a method
to build a wireless sensor network, such as the definition of trust for wireless sensor networks, computing and
credibility of trust model application. And for the problem that nodes are vulnerable to attack, this paper
proposed a grid-based trust algorithm by deep exploration trust model within the framework of credit
management. Algorithm for node reliability screening and rotation schedule to cover parallel manner based
on the implementation of the nodes within the area covered by trust. And analyze the results of the size of trust
threshold has great influence on the safety and quality of coverage throughout the coverage area. The simulation
tests the validity and correctness of the algorithm. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
Keywords: Trust management, Grid, Wireless sensor networks, Rotation scheduling, Retreat mechanism.

1. Introduction
With the development of communication
technology and sensor technology, the micro-sensors
with low power consumption, low cost, versatile, etc.
began to play an important role in various fields.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is composed
by a large number of micro-sensor wireless networks,
its value lies in the real-time monitoring,
sensing, collecting information and monitoring
of various environmental objects distribution
network within the region, and this information is
processed to obtain detailed and accurate
information, and transmit information to the
user [1]. However, because less energy wireless
sensor network nodes and a simple structure and
other shortcomings, led to its failure or
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vulnerable to attack and can not continue
to work, reducing the quality of services provided
WSNs, shortening the life cycle of WSNs.
This security technologies for WSNs put forward
higher requirements.
Wireless sensor network nodes with limited
resources, network nodes subordinate institution
under normal circumstances, without the use
of trust management authorization certificate ways.
The trust management into every aspect
of the wireless sensor design is only in recent years
of new ideas put forward. At present,
for trust management of wireless sensor
networks focused on trust in nodes evaluated
by assessing the degree of trust to enhance the
security of wireless sensor networks, robustness
and so on.
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2. Research of Trust Mechanism About
Wireless Sensor Network
2.1. Trust Demands of Wireless Sensor
Network
With the application of wireless sensor network
becomes more and more complex, also present
diversity of its safety, need to introduce effective
mechanism timely identification of captured nodes,
targeted to take corresponding measures to reduce
the loss of system. The trust mechanism in wireless
sensor network, it is on the network attacks
in wireless sensor networks to enhance immunity,
enhance the security and availability of network
security as the goal, is to avoid or deal with the
illegal intrusion, malicious attack. But trust is
to promote interaction or business cooperation in the
network environment, the risk and substantive
cooperation to reduce. Both are closely linked,
security can provide reliable communication and
information protection for the trust is created, trust
can be used to enhance security [2].

2.2. Design Principle of Trust Management
of Wireless Sensor Network
Trust management system of wireless sensor
network provides an integrated management
mechanism, to effectively monitor and control the
remote environment or managed entity, in the
network to solve the internal attack, identify the
malicious nodes, selfish nodes and nodes with low
competitiveness, and with less energy consumption
of network resource allocation for unified
management and maintenance. In order to achieve
this objective, the trust management system design
should follow the following principles [3]:
1) Lightweight structure.
In the network layer protocols in safe conditions,
as simple as possible, they should try to avoid too
much storage and processing requirements
to increase the node resource requirements.
A lightweight protocol to ensure that nodes in the
network resources are not very fast consumption,
prolong the network life cycle.
2) Intelligent mechanisms of self-organization
Wireless sensor network after deployment, rarely
artificial intervention, the deployment of nodes
in an ordered network from the disordered state
through mutual communication, the ability
of self-organization network is one of the key factors
for successful completion of this configuration.
3) Simple, effective trust model
Trusted computing is the core of trust
management system in the network through trust
degree calculation model obtained, should be
accurate. The real show current status of network
nodes, at the same time, the calculation of trust
degree, also should not need to consume large
amounts of resources and complex operation.
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4) Safety, stable internal environment.
The deployment of diversity and abominable
environment
of
wireless
sensor
network,
requirements
management
system
structure
of wireless sensor network must ensure that the
management of information and data exchange
between nodes are safe. Not only have the ability
to resist external attack, also need to be able
to identify malicious nodes in the network.

3. Model of Trust Management
3.1. Grid Point Trust Models
Mesh grid point is a virtual form of the target area,
the intersection of the horizontal and vertical
coordinates that when meshing. Trust with grid
points of a circle, the radius to-node communication
within a radius of active nodes (node trust than the
trust threshold) parallel to the grid points covered,
after quantization, finally get through the mesh points.
This model is based on the following assumptions [4]:
1) Can get the wireless sensor nodes and mesh
points and through some positioning algorithm, that
marked these points.
2) Limit the size of the virtual grid at
min( 2 / 4 Rc , 2 / 2 Rs ) .
For the following description of the model is
more convenient, we define some symbols. Tmin:
Node trust threshold, the trust is below the threshold
of a node is determined to be malicious nodes. (The
threshold is determined by the selected trust
management model, the number of nodes and other
factors) Tmax: grid points combined trust threshold,
the trust if the quantization grid points below the
threshold can not guarantee the quality and safety
of the coverage area [5] (The threshold value is
determined by the number of nodes and the
surrounding work their confidence factors).
Na: indicates the degree of confidence in the
malicious node, the node is less than Tmin.
Nb: expressed as dormant nodes, the nodes trust
although higher than Tmin, but after the final roundrobin scheduling algorithm is judged to be redundant
nodes. Nc: expressed as a working node, the node is
higher than trust Tmin, and after rotation scheduling
algorithm active nodes.
Select the node trust model grid points results
indicated in Fig. 1 below.
Process selection work node specific, will be
in the next node scheduling algorithm based on
adaptive rotation about grid trust description.
As shown in Fig. 1, using the grid point as the center,
Rs radius range of active nodes and the quantization
of the grid, the grid point combined with trust degree.
If the trust of all grid points are higher than the
confidence threshold Tmax, indicating that the
coverage area has reached a high coverage and
security requirements [6]. If a grid point trust degree
is lower than a threshold value Tmax, that are not up
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to the high coverage of security requirements, is the
need for scheduling re amounted to less than the
requirements of grid point.

4. Algorithm Description of Node
Adaptive Rotation Scheduling
Based on Grid Trust
In this section designed a grid covering algorithm
based on trust to schedule sensor nodes, making the
monitoring area to achieve high security coverage.

4.1. Summary of the Algorithm

Fig. 1. Results of node selection by grid trust model.

3.2. Grid Point Trust Mathematical Model
In order to make the security of grid points within
the sensing radius can have better, more than half
of the required probability of working nodes sensing
radius within the normal working than grid point
confidence threshold Tmax, so as to ensure the normal
operation of the network.
The sensing radius assuming the grid points
of Wij within the n a more trusted nodes (over node
trust threshold Tmin node), trust degree difference
for T1, T2, T3, ..., Tn, namely trust set
S={T1, T2, T3, ..., Tn}. ‘S’ represents a collection
of all aware error node trust composition, where ‘m’
denotes the number of nodes sensing errors,
‘k’ says one possibility [7]. For example,
S21={T1, T2} represents the perceptual error node
has two, {T1, T2} is one possible error node.
The grid trust model is:
n1
2

 Cn
TWij    T Smk 1 T T ( ssmk )T
m1 
 k 1
k



   T
n



 1



(1)
Among them, T said trust aware error node,

T said trust work node,  T ( S  S mk )T product
for all appropriate perception trust degree of nodes,
set S-Smk to normal working nodes of the mesh point
perception within the radius of trust. Only trust all
coverage of the target area of grid points are reached
the threshold of Tmax, to indicate that this is
a safe cover.

Covering algorithm presented in this paper is
a fully distributed algorithm, called the split pair
coverage throughout the coverage area of the
coverage of each grid point within the region, finally
achieves the same or higher coverage effect. The
covering algorithm is not only to solve the trust
management
and
covering
a
combination
of problems, but also consider the activity node trust
change influence on the coverage area, and trust
based backoff mechanism design problem.
In the network coverage in the process, every
cycle, trust related working nodes may change.
If the trust degree of nodes becomes small, will lead
to a grid trust overlay can not reach the standard Tmax.
Need to directly increase the working nodes at the
start of a new cycle, in order to ensure the reliability
of the network. As shown in Fig. 2(a), as one of the
trust degrees of nodes is reduced from 0.8 to 0.7, the
new operating cycle (b), the scheduling algorithm,
the grid points within the sensing area adds
a new trust nodes of degree 0.9, to reach the
required standard.

Fig. 2. Effect of node trust changes on the grid point
sensing region.

4.2. Algorithm Design
The communication model and the perceptual
model of wireless sensor nodes are disc model.
Among them, the grid point Wij as the center
of a circle, radius circular region for the sensing
radius Rs sensor node, called the sensing area of the
grid points of R. Said sensor nodes in grid point
sensing region is the related nodes, other nodes not
related. That is:
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 ij  n / d ( n , W ij )  Rs , n  N ,

(2)

t n1 , t n 2 is the current time, ‘k’ is regulation

 ij denotes the set of grid points of related

parameter of the system, and it can be set according
to the actual situation.
The following backoff mechanism specific:
if Ttb(n1) = Ttb(n 2) , then work node selects the node

nodes, ‘N’ in order to cover all nodes within the
region. D (n, Wij) represents the node to the grid
point distance, the distance is less than ‘Rs’, add
to the set  ij . The sensor nodes N1, N2, their
coverages of the region are S1 and S2 respectively,
if S1  S 2   , the sensor node coverage. In the
grid point sensing region ‘R’ and does not participate
in the scheduling of dormant nodes, with ‘X’ denotes
the set of these nodes. At the same time with ‘G’ said
participating node coverage task set.
In order to better illustrate the algorithm
implementation process, the concrete steps of the
algorithm described as follows:
1) Virtual grid division of target area, and
determine all the grid points within the target region
position (x, y). Find grid point  ij by all collection
of related nodes.
2) Determine trust degree of all relevant grid
point within the target area: if T<Tmin, the node is
determined as the malicious nodes, removed from the
grid node, not participate in any scheduling;
if T>Tmin, then the node is determined as the active
node, into the active node set, active node set is
denoted as ‘H’.
3) In order to ensure the coverage process node,
use as little as possible and keep higher security,
prolonging the life cycle. The set of nodes in ‘H’
according to the quantity from less to more, the trust
degree of the order from high in the end into the node
set ‘G1’. For example, the first set ‘H’ trust in the
highest node in ‘G1’, if the node's trust can reach
Tmax standard, the grid points to be working set is the
node; otherwise, continue to set the highest node H in
the set ‘G1’, determine the grid point joint trust
degree is reached requirements. And so on, finally
determined to work node all grid point set ‘G1’,
while the remaining active nodes into sleep set
to ‘X1’.
4) In the selection phase of each node, the node
will broadcast to all neighbor nodes information
perception radius (including the node number,
location and trust). When gathering information,
if the judge is redundant coverage node, in order
to avoid the emergence of coverage blind, introduced
a backoff mechanism based on trust, for each work
whether the node dormancy wait for a random period
of time ‘t’, after the time to determine whether
to stay dormant.
For the relevant node N1, N2, if they trust degree
for Tn1, Tn2, then set the timer as:
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Ttb(n1)  k 1  Tn1 / Tmax  tn1 ,

(3)

Ttb( n 2 )  k 1  Tn 2 / Tmax  t n 2 ,

(4)

number is; if Ttb(n1)  Ttb(n 2 ) , then select nodes
with high trust as working nodes.
All the dormant state to not enter dormancy nodes
to be determined, but wait for the trust degree of grid
point coverage is determined, according to the size
of grid trust, finally decided to stay dormant nodes
are dormant or re scheduling for becoming a working
node. Will ultimately determine the dormant nodes
into the dormant node set ‘X’, ultimately determine
the working nodes in a node set ‘G’.
5) All related working nodes quantify grid point
in the sensing region, get the trust ‘Tw’. Next node
scheduling is divided into two kinds of situation;
1, if Tw≥Tmax, showed complete credible high
coverage grid point sensing area requirements, to be
dormant nodes become dormant node; 2, the trust
degree of Tw<Tmax, which indicates that the grid point
sensing area coverage does not reach the trust of high
coverage requirements, activate grid point sensing
region the highest level of trust to be dormant node
becoming a working node [8]. The working nodes
into the grid trust quantification process, re
calculating trust degree. If Tw≥Tmax, ultimately
determine the sleeping nodes and node; otherwise,
the process is repeated, until the grid trust meet the
above requirements [9].
6) Selected nodes, node scheduling into second
stages: the stage. Related to the implementation
of the monitoring task, until the end of the period.
Life cycle of the network is to repeat the process,
until the network completely unable to work.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
In order to verify the validity of the proposed
algorithm is effective and the analysis, using
Matlab 7.5 as the simulation platform of experiment
and the analysis of its. The simulation experiment
environment for the monitoring region size
100 m×100 m, 40~200 nodes are randomly
distributed in the target area, sensing radius 10 m and
the radius of communication nodes for 30 m. The
algorithm of trust value is a trust management model
based on reputation (RFSN) which is put forward by
Ganeriwal-Srivastava in literature [10].
The proposed scheduling algorithm based
on overlay nodes trust model and the Node SelfScheduling document based on literature [12] node
adaptive rotation scheduling algorithm and literature
[11] grid trust (NSS) of the covering algorithm
for performance comparison. The simulation results
are shown in Fig. 3- Fig. 5.
Fig. 3 shows three different algorithms
with running time of network, the coverage rate.
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With the increase in the proposed changes little
coverage algorithm, reach the 280th round, coverage
rate can reach more than 80 %, while the other two
algorithms are less than 80 %. The literature [11]
without using the rotation scheduling algorithm, the
node does not have the very good scheduling, fast
energy consumption. Node Self-Scheduling (NSS)
covering algorithm easy to meet emergencies in the
node in the work process, lead to the decline of the
overall quality of coverage [13]. The covering
algorithm based on trust management, to the point
of a grid must reach the confidence threshold can be
determined, so the nodes in the work process does
not get out of the situation. Due to the adoption of the
grid points is parallel coverage, even if the node
status and other related nodes to ensure the quality of
coverage.

based on trust, improve the probability of node
security behavior, which requires the coverage area
must have a higher degree of safety.
Fig. 5 shows relationship between total energy
and network remaining running time three different
algorithms along with the network running time, the
total residual energy. As can be seen, the lifetime
of network by literature [9] is the shortest, this is
because of all the nodes in a working state, the
energy consumption of fast. The other two nodes are
using the node rotation scheduling, to prevent the
excessive consumption of energy. This algorithm
considers the node may repeat coverage problem,
thus the overall energy consumption more slowly,
longer network lifetime.

Fig. 5. Relationship between total energy and network
remaining running time.
Fig. 3. Quality comparison of network coverage.

6. Conclusions

Fig. 4. The security level changes with time.

Fig. 4 reaction is three kinds of different
algorithms with the increase of the network operation
time, their coverage area safety degree of change.
The definition of node safety behavior refers to does
not have correct behavior of malicious attacks and
camouflage problem node aging etc. [14]. As can be
seen from the chart, with the increase in time of this
algorithm and literature [10] algorithm of literature
coverage degree of safety has not changed much, but
this algorithm is a much higher degree of safety, this
is due to the combined coverage mechanism for grid

Aiming at the problem of trust management, this
paper proposes a node adaptive rotation scheduling
algorithm based on grid trust. Based on a deep
understanding of the trust management framework,
first proposed the grid trust model. Based on node
credible, quantify grid point in grid point
communication range, in order to achieve high
coverage of regional trust requirements. At the same
time, the algorithm uses a backoff mechanism based
on trust, avoid blind spots and save energy, at the
same time accurate selection of working nodes.
Simulation results show that, the node adaptive
rotation scheduling algorithm based on grid trust, not
only can accurately ensure coverage quality
requirements, but also can effectively reduce the
error rate of network communication, the security
of network environment, provide new ideas and
theoretical basis for trust management framework
of wireless sensor network.
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